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ThirdSectorLeadership
inaSmallCountry

Situational Leadership theory
suggests that good leaders are
those that can adapt their style

depending on the circumstances.What
insight can third sector leaders gain by
looking at leadership in different
countries, in order to adapt their style
for improved people and performance
management strategies?

The following are thoughts on leadership
in aMaltese/Mediterranean context.
TheMaltese third sector is largely

fragmented and loosely regulated, so non-
registered organisations benefit from
public funds and carry out public
fundraising. The Roman Catholic Church
of Malta is one of the strongest civil society
organisations providing a wide range of
services to the community, often
indispensable in the provision of care and
support of vulnerable groups in the
country.
Despite these and other organisations

providing excellent services, they are
primarily self-governed. There are few
tangible benefits of registering with the
authorities, fiscal or otherwise. This
necessitates particular governance
strategies for sector leaders inMalta.
Ethics and self-regulation are critical in
these less regulated environments,
compared to the UKwheremore
resources are allocated to compliance.
Leading anNGO inMalta involvesmore

politicking, since even smallest Maltese
organisations act nationally andmay be
involved in policy-making. On the other
hand, its isolation limits access to quality
capacity-building and international
networking.
Many successful leaders are

generalists with a wide range of skills.
Maltamay have a single NGO in a
particular sector; leaders of such
organisations are involved in operational

issues as well as national policy-making,
EU regulation, fundraising and
campaigning. The CEO has to juggle all of
this at once, often single-handedly. The
size of the operation is often so small that
it cannot afford dedicated expertise. Few
are large enough that can.
Campaigning and fundraising is easier

and cheaper inMalta, where access to
national television and radio is relatively
low-cost. A local NGO can reach half the
population with one popular TV show. In a
close-knit community likeMalta there is a
strong perception of civic responsibility
borne by newsrooms and TV presenters,
although sensitivity to criticism of
authority is high and ‘lobbying NGOs’ have
a harder time speaking out.
Malta’s small size alsomeans that

Central Government wieldsmore control
over its departments, with less decision-
making happening at local government
level. NGOs often have to engage in
dialogue with senior government officials
even onminor issues, which is often
daunting for inexperienced organisations.
Government also seems reluctant to
engage in partnerships with NGOs as
service providers and capacity-builds
internally.
I have lead a UK team that included

people frommultiple religions, differing
values, ethnicity and social background
required a leadership style that focussed
on finding issues common to them.
Leading a management team in Malta is
remarkably different. Peers often have
similar upbringing, religious beliefs as
well as similar levels of education and
commitment. More interestingly, most
have similar social circles, may know
each others’ families and have been to
school together. Growing up on an island
26 miles longmeans that paths cross far
more frequently, which is great for
networking!

Cultural idiosyncrasies therefore
strongly influence the outcome between
leadership style and its effectiveness.
Some questions arise from these
observations including:
Do leaders of loosely regulated sectors

need to bemore ethical than those with
stricter compliance requirements? Is it
acceptable for organisations to be self-
governed? Reflecting on theMaltese
experience, would upcoming UK leaders
benefit frommanaging smaller
organisations as generalists, rather than
rise through the ranks via a specialist
route such as finance, or fundraising?
How can leaders focus on the common
values that different cultures bring to the
workplace?
What is clear is that working in

different environments provides an
invaluable insight which can help develop
your leadership skills.

Nathan Farrugia is Chief Executive
and Trustee of one ofMalta’s leading
Non-profit organisations, President of
theNational Federation ofMalteseNGOs,
Director of ethical business
CharityWorks, and amember of
EUCLIDNetwork.

LeadershipMythsand
Realities

In theUKand abroad I often hear threeenduringmyths aboutwhat it takes to
lead a Third Sector Organisation

(TSO) throughhealthy growth: “it’s just
like business ... but easier”, “it’s just like
being a social entrepreneur ... butwith
moremoney”, and “it’s just like
managing in the public sector ... butwith
more freedom”.

These threemyths are causing the well-
intentioned to fail. Boardmembers can
hold thesemyths and hold back their
enterprise. Growing a TSO takes business
acumen, and social activism, and a public
perspective.
Over 30 years I’ve had the privilege to

work with chief executives and boards in
the private, public and third sectors here
and around the world. In each sector, I’ve
worked with leaders of large, medium,
and small organisations. I’ve even run a
fewmyself, and served on a number of
boards.
What strikesme as the hardest

leadership challenge of all - growing a
social enterprise - is the one least
appreciated.

Myth 1: “It’s just like business ... but
easier”

In reality it’s harder to scale a nonprofit
than a business. Capital is scarcer: there
is not the wealth of private equity and
angel investors. It can be harder to
motivate staff withmeaning thanmoney.
A larger range of stakeholdersmust be
heard and heeded. It’s simpler tomake
one bottom line than three.
Yet I often hear business people on

boards whowant to “give back” say that all
the social sector needs is commercial
acumen and business efficiency. They are
discounting what it takes to raise
philanthropic capital and lead staff who

took a pay cut to join the sector, or even
volunteer their time: it’s like the Dire
Straits song where the salesmen say
“money for nothing and their chicks for
free”. A Bridgespan study has shown
that nonprofits usually run on less
overhead than comparable businesses.
Many I know are surviving on a
starvation diet.

On three continents leaders of social
enterprises have confided to me “the
business people on my board seem to
leave their brains at the door”.
Jim Collins, the guru and author of

classic books about business such as
“Built to Last” and “Good to Great” went
on to write about the social sector. To
his surprise, he concluded “business
thinking is not the answer”, and that it
takes much more to be a leader of a
social enterprise than just smart
business.

Myth 2: “It’s just like being a social
entrepreneur ... but with more money”

In reality a leader of a growing social
enterprise needs a much firmer grip on
the economics than a social
entrepreneur of a start-up. There are
more “customers” such as contractors,
fee payers, and donors. To grow, capital
has to come from a bigger range of
more demanding ‘investors’. The
payroll cannot be paid late.
Understanding the finances can be like
going into a “looking-glass world”, to
quote Clara Miller of the Nonprofit
Finance Fund.
It’s wonderful that social

entrepreneurs are now celebrated at the
Skoll World Forum, for example. But
showing the world that a social
innovation can work is not the same as
proving it can scale. It requires the
persistence of the social entrepreneur
with the consistence of leader of a large
organisation. Staff and volunteers on
the front line need clear goals to focus,
and to avoid having to spend too much
time in meetings.
The private sector appreciates that

rebellious entrepreneurs that start
businesses are different to restless
managers that build them, and different

Nathan Farrugia, CEO of Inspire, shares his personal reflections on
the differences in leadership roles in Malta and the UK.

It takes a special kind of leader to grow a third sector organisation. Jon Huggett
discusses what it takes to be a leader of organisations that need to be scaled up.

What strikes me as the
hardest leadership
challenge of all -
growing a social
enterprise - is the one
least appreciated.
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With unemployment hitting young
people hard in the current
climate – global youth

unemployment is at a record high – and
the recession creating serious
recruitment challenges for employers,
internships have become an important
path intomany sectors, with employers
shouldering fewer of the risks of
standard graduate recruitment, but
gaining significant benefits.

The CIPD estimates that one in five
employers is planning to take on an intern
in the near future, and it is becoming ever
more clear that internships, when run
responsibly, have a positive impact on
both parties. At Internocracy we come
acrossmany employers who are keen to
take on a young person, but are unsure of
the risks, costs and benefits of doing so.
As a youth-led social enterprise, we work
with organisations to help them to set up
and run top-quality andmutually
beneficial internship programmes, and we
also work with young people to identify
and resolve themain problems they come
across in internships.

Many organisations see internships as a
way of increasing a quality talent pool of
potential workers that they can recruit
fromwhen the opportunities arise. Some
use interns to help out on a particular
project, or at a time of year that is usually
busy and extra pairs of hands are needed.
For charities, internships can be a
particularly beneficial tool when looking to
diversify their workforce, to bemore
inclusive, or to help achieve their
charitable and social aims.

As a point of entry into a sector,
internships are becomingmore andmore
coveted. Interns often view an internship

as an opportunity to try out a career, get
their teeth into ‘real work’ and impress
their employer. For charities, often having
no budget to take part in careers fairs and
recruitment activity means thatmany
potential recruits are unaware of the entry
points into a career in charitable
organisations. Taking on an intern has a
much larger impact than on that one
person; Internocracy research has found
that over 86% of interns polled would rely
on word ofmouth when deciding which
internship to apply for, meaning one intern
becomes an ambassador for the

organisation, passing on their positive or
negative experiences to peers.

The rise in internships has also thrown
open the question of accessibility and
social mobility. Withmore people wanting
to do one, the London-centric nature and
exploitation involved in internships is
being put under the spotlight. Sadly, even
in ourmodern society, many opportunities
are still gained solely through social
connections, and the ability of young
people to undertake an internship often
depends on their proximity to London or
whether they can afford to work unpaid for
a significant period of time.

Internocracy is currently calling on the
government to clarify and enforce current
legislation around how interns are
remunerated, and looking at how
standards can be set for interns across
industries, to ensure accessibility in
internships is improved. One of the key
ways we see internships improving is
firstly by offering advice and help to
employers, but also to showcase current
best practice within sectors; we do this
through our quality mark, the I.SIP.
Recently accredited charities include
ACEVO and Beatbullying, and in February
we accredited our first MP (now Lord),
Phil Willis.

Overwhelmingly, employers’ experience of
internships is positive and useful. Wewant
to ensure that this continues to be the
case for years to come, and to build on
these experiences to help those starting
out in the world of internships.

Could your organisation benefit froman
intern? Find outmore about an
accredited internship programmeat
www.internocracy.org

AnExtraPair ofHandsagain from cautious runners of huge
businesses. Venture capitalists, private
equity investors, and private-sector
boards manage transitions. Sadly, I’ve
seen more charities held back by
‘founder syndrome’ than businesses.
Boards can fail to see that the challenge
of scaling is not the same as the
challenge of starting. As the box shows,
different organisations need different
kinds of leaders. See Figure 1.

Myth 3: “It’s just like managing in the
public sector ... but with more
freedom”.

In reality the ‘freedom’ of ‘civil society’
comes with demands that few public-
sector managers experience. Each
source of funds has to be cuddled and
juggled. There is no ‘annual budget’.
It’s can be hard to retain key employees
without tenure or great pensions.
Yet growing a social enterprise does

require some public-sector skills.
Government contracting can be more
even more complex than public-sector
budgeting. Public accountability means
asking ‘what would this look like in the
Daily Mail’?

Reality 1: It takes a unique range of
skills to grow a third sector
organisation

To scale a social enterprise a leader
needs the acumen of the private sector,
and the passion of a social activist, and
the perspective of the public sector. And
the leader has to collaborate with other
leaders across all three sectors. It is a
tall order.

Reality 2: It is a very special leader that

can scale a social enterprise

Boards are often missing that a
special leader needs special support.
I worked with the board of a social
enterprise with over £70M turnover
where the chief executive received
weak support from the chair - a man
with a stellar business career, much
of it on company boards. I watched a
chief executive of a social enterprise
in America struggle with a board
trifecta of a businessman questioning
core costs, a government person

lecturing on innovation, and the
founder challenging new managers.

Reality 3: Boards need to provide
tailored support to leaders of scaling
social enterprises

Social enterprise boards that dispel the
myths and are working with the realities
can help chief executives with the
unique challenges of building TSOs,
such as finding capital, transitioning
leadership, and building alliances.

Action 1: Boards can help find capital

Capital for growing social enterprises is
scarce. Finding it is more complex that
in public or private sectors, despite the
emergence of new funds. The board is
part of the team to find new capital. It
cannot limit its role as ‘prudent
governance’, as I wrote in my last article
for network in 2009.

Action 2: Boards can tackle ‘founder
syndrome’

A founder without the skills to scale can
hold back the organisation, even if they are
no longer chief executive. Their
relationships and attitude will prevail. A
strong board will back up the new chief
executive and risk the ire of the founder.
I’ll tackle this in the next issue of network.

Action 3: Boards can help build
alliances

Growing social enterprises sit between
public and private sectors, and between
social entrepreneurs and global NGOs.
Resources are uniquely scarce, so
collaboration is uniquely powerful.
Growing social enterprises boldly build
alliances where no enterprise has gone
before. Great boards help this trek, as
I’ll describe in the final episode of this
series in network next year.

Follow Jon Huggett in the next issue
of network, where he will discuss board
relations and founder syndrome. You
can also discuss this issue with
Jon and other members in ACEVO
LinkedIn discussion group. Visit
www.linkedin.com and join the
ACEVO group.

Internocracy, led by CEO Becky Heath, provides information and support to interns
and organisations interested in internships. But what does a good internship
programme look like and why are they important? Heath provides some insight.

I always seek to create
a learning culture,
encouraging staff to
be innovative in an
environment where
creativity and best
practice are rewarded.

Scaling third sector organisations need a special kind of leader
Private Sector Third Sector Public Sector

Large Relationship leaders Leaders who hold the Risk-averse leaders

whomanage risk network together of large teams

Medium Changemanagers ? Middlemanagersorleaders

who drive growth in small units

Small Entrepreneurs who Social entrepreneurs Headsofnewdepartments

found businesses and activists

Figure 1

In reality a leader of
a growing social
enterprise needs a
much firmer grip on
the economics than a
social entrepreneur
of a start-up.


